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About This Game

In Elementals Reborn you will explore the forgotten lands and fight their inhabitants.
Command your Elementals troops, capture enemy buildings and defend from counterattacks, make an ambush and destroy

enemy troops.

Features:

25 unique levels in the 3 campaign chapters await you!

Fight against the other players in multiplayer mode.

Get to higher leagues in Ranked Battles.

View the best records for each campaign level.

About 40 different abilities in the skill tree will help you find your unique game style.

Gather spells during battles to improve and use them later!

Increase your rate by fighting in different modes, alone or with allies.
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Improve your skills. Learn from the records of other players, develop effective tactics, and set your records!
In Elementals Reborn, you can find entertainment of your own!
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Title: Elementals Reborn
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Publisher:
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Very colorful multiplayer RTS. Strategy-based gameplay is amazing! I like it.. There is currently no real multiplayer game. A
few people have gotten very high level and the only multiplayer games available are PVP, and they destroy you without effort.

The single player game is extremely short and repetitive.

This isn't really much of a tower defense game.

Crap review for a crap game. Wait for it to receive some tuning or have fun grinding the same 18 level 100s of times to level up.
16 hours and I've reached level 10!. A month ago I saw this game, and I thought that I hadn't played such games for a long time.
And I can say that the game had completely met my expectations. I love this style of games, the graphics are beautiful *Q*
I really liked the talent system, which will help passing the levels, and winning other players in multiplayer.

And it's fun to spam the elementals on the map xDDD
And cool that I did not have lags because sometimes I make too many elementals ehehe

Soo I like this game, very dynamic and fun.. Disclaimer: I bought this game with my own money. My review is my own opinion
and unbiased.

If you've ever played those games on mobile where you tap to moves troops from building to building while carefully managing
troop generation within the buildings - this game is basically that at the core.

Where this game differs, however, is the fact that it features both a single player campaign, as well as three (as of now)
multiplayer modes, and a skill tree that as you level you invest points in. You can also use spells in battle to alter structures or
give them buffs\/debuffs.

I've only played ~1 hour so far, and I played through the first of the 3 campaign "acts", as well as tried out a couple multiplayer
matches. I can't say how their matchmaking performs, I don't know if they have any algorithms to match you with people of a
certain level or not. However, from what it looked like to me, the multiplayer mode is ranked only (i.e. your rank moves up or
down depending on wins\/losses) so there doesn't seem to be an un-ranked multiplayer mode.

One of the multiplayer modes lets you team up with someone else to defend some buildings against an attacker, which is pretty
cool.

This game is fairly fun and simple in terms of core gameplay, but the spells and structure types add a fun layer of depth and
strategy. However on larger maps with a lot of structures, you will need to be REALLY good at multitasking (monitoring
structure numbers, buff\/debuff generation, clicking\/selecting multiple buildings to move troops or collect buffs, watching for
incoming enemy advances, etc.). If you're not a fan of games that require multitasking, I doubt you'll like this very much.

Graphics are simplistic and colorful, the music is cheery (albeit sort of annoying - maybe add some new tracks? More relaxing
stuff maybe? I doubt everyone wants to listen to the same march-y sounding music all the time.

The price point of $5 (as of 08\/25\/2017) seems accurate for this game.

OVERALL RATING: 8\/10
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